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Almine Rech Gallery is pleased to present Laguna Sunrise, Anselm Reyle’s fourth solo
exhibition with the gallery. This exhibition presents five large ceramics by Anselm Reyle,
along with new bodies of paintings.

Monumentally presented on plinths, the handmade vases in the ceramic style of Fat Lava
are larger than life-size. This way, at eye level, the glazed drippings can be appreciated like
paintings, and the vases are relieved of their utilitarian status. Individual drippings form
layers, and at times the colors flow into one another with a marble-like quality, while in
other places, the rough lava-like surface is prominent, with the anthracite-colored
encrustations and crater-like pores contrasting the strong colors underneath. Regarding the
form, Reyle orientates himself by the shape of original Fat Lava vases, which he simplifies
and enlarges to a great degree.
The term Fat Lava refers to a particular style of glazing that was developed in the 1960s and
is reminiscent of the large pores found in solidified lava flows. These days, however, in
professional circles, Fat Lava is now generally associated with West German ceramics from
the 1950s to the 1970s, which are characterized by bold colors, striking glazes and
experimental combinations using the most varied of forms. After the war, these pieces were
for the most part industrially produced—an approach that emerged from the democratic
desire for universal accessibility and simultaneously led to an ambivalent situation for the
ceramics factories, which began to focus on mass production rather than creating elaborate
single pieces. Despite their simplified form, streamlined for industrial production, the vases
stood out from other ceramics due to their use of new glazing techniques and bold colors,
which were applied by hand. In addition to the primarily dark matte Fat Lava glazing,
carmine red, bright yellow and cobalt blue are among the colors representative of this style.
In contrast to the semi-industrial origins and short production times of the original Fat
Lava ceramics, the vases for Reyle's series were painstakingly created in collaboration with
traditional ceramicists due to their large size and highly sophisticated glazing processes.
A notable feature of Reyle’s vases is that they all have cracks or deformities in the body or
neck. Impressed by Japanese ceramics and the philosophy behind them, Reyle has adopted
their appreciation for subtle defects. In accordance with the tradition of Kintsugi, a crack or
fracture is no reason to discard a piece—rather, it is to be appreciated and preserved in its
imperfection. Such flaws are even emphasized. Reyle staged these accidents intentionally,
handling the vases before firing them and inflicting almost exaggerated cuts, dings and
dents. This can be seen as an example of Reyle's consciously playful approach to breaking
with perfection and straightness. It recalls Reyle's now-trademark splotch, which at the time
was applied like a signature to his perfectly executed stripe paintings.
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The large ceramics were the first body of work Reyle introduced after taking a production
and exhibition break of more than two years. The bizarre Fat Lava ceramics have previously
appeared in Reyle's work as vases or lamp stands though—these objects, however, were
originals found in flea markets and online auctions. The use of found objects of dubious
taste is a cornerstone of Reyle's oeuvre. Conceptual references to his so-called “African
sculptures” can also be made. Like the vases, these were based on ordinary small originals,

simplified in form and enlarged to far greater proportions. Or, one might also make
comparisons with Reyle’s nostalgic farm equipment, which is honored in its formal features
and obtains a new level of attention through contextual alienation.
With this exhibition Anselm Reyle also introduces new bodies of paintings. In the untitled
works from the series Zen Paintings, a raked pattern is drawn across the canvas in uniform
tracks. The elevated lines produced with modelling paste shine in different metallic hues. In
some parts, geometric shapes are covered with strips of high-gloss chrome foil, while other
areas have been refined through the traditional technique of applying gold leaf, and yet
other parts are lacquered and sprinkled with holographic glitter. The high-gloss finished
lines appear like three-dimensional chromed parts from tuned car interiors, yet at the same
time, the entire composition recalls the quiet contemplation of a Zen garden. The acrylic
pastes and surface structures are drawn from the characteristic material canon the artist has
developed over the past two decades. The structural pastes, which are commonly available
in arts and crafts stores, were notably used in his gestural Black Earth Paintings, which
combine art historical references with the figure of "creativity in buckets," referring to the
buckets of modelling paste which are used in the paintings. In contrast to the explosive
gestures of abstract expressionist painting, the Zen Paintings show a reduced, controlled and
almost meditative use of line. The pattern continuously dissolves, especially towards the
edges, with emptiness and density held in a dynamic balance.
For the untitled Scrap Metal Paintings, Reyle arranges different forms of metal shavings and
other scraps on a black surface, sealed within a transparent acrylic glass box. The sometimes
high-gloss and filigree spirals made of aluminum, steel and other metals are transformed
into a subtly three-dimensional drawing, which, depending on the viewer's perspective, lies
between raw materiality, unreal depth of field, and digital picture noise. Like an alchemist,
the artist transforms the metallic detritus of highly engineered production processes—upon
which the contemporary material world is based—into valued relics of the same.
A smaller work in the back of the exhibition shows a rather unusual subject within Anselm
Reyle's oeuvre—a landscape view in psychedelic colors. At the second glance it becomes
clear that the forest view originates from color flows crossing each other, resulting in forms
evocative of trees and a lakeside. The artist made large drip paintings by combining neon
colors and black lacquer, only to discover landscape imagery in the dried compositions later
on. Synchronistically, this moment of coincidence connects back to the vases' glazing
process, where the results are certainly anticipated, but never fully determinable until the
work is complete.
- Annika Goretzki

____________

I first went on eBay about fifteen years ago, and while browsing the “collectables” category
and its subdivisions, I came across an image of a rather astonishing (if not to say ugly) vase
made in Germany in the 1970s. I bid out of sheer curiosity and the object was mine for less
than ten euros.
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I quickly began to receive new suggestions from the website’s search engine and from then
on started to consider these objects as sculptures or artworks rather than actual vases, not
paying attention to their function but looking at them through the prism of artistic
expertise. I was a total novice regarding “Porzellan und Keramik”, so I undertook some
research on these objects “Made in West Germany” dating from the 1950s to the 1980s. I

discovered that most of the factories like Rusha, Fohr, Otto Keramik and Scheurich have
since stopped producing and their archives have disappeared, leaving a scarce legacy.
Although they reflect post-war utopian revolutions (be they social, economic, formal or
artistic), these mass-produced ceramic wares are yet to be properly analysed and historically
re-evaluated. This is without a doubt due to two main reasons. Firstly, these objects are
laden with the decorative style of their era and so clash with contemporary tastes. Secondly,
these manufactured vases and ornaments were cheap consumer products; they were
common, anonymous and destined to end up in the cellar or the dustbin. However, there
are vases and vases. While some of them are fairly nondescript, others are quite simply
extraordinary and more innovative than certain examples of contemporary design. For over
forty years, at the heart of a booming economy, the craftsmen and designers enjoyed an
unprecedented freedom. Following in the footsteps of the traditional Dresden porcelain
manufacturers, they played a part in writing the future of German society, rebuilding itself
after the war. The often anonymous designers were able to capture the ‘spirit of the times’
in their work, referencing Braque and Cubism or even Vasarely and Op Art. Sometimes the
designs appear more geometrical and seem to borrow flowing lines and primary colours
from Verner Panton while the more futuristic shapes are plucked from science-fiction and
its UFOs.
Some vases hint at the “soft” hippie counterculture movement with curves resembling Antti
Lovag’s psychedelic architecture or taking inspiration from more minor, handcraft
techniques like knitting or macramé. The spiritual quest of the time and a certain attempt
to return to Nature is expressed in vases decorated with cosmic motifs, imitation tree bark,
mushrooms, crystals, fossils, rocks, and underwater reliefs with shells and coral. Several
designers also borrowed from the modernist architectural experiments of the Bauhaus,
creating brutalist objects covered in roughcast.
However, it is the iconic glaze now called “Fat Lava” which unquestionably typifies the
output of that era. Several layers of enamel and chemical components were combined to
react differently and randomly according to firing techniques, creating patterns resembling
gushing lava and craters. German ceramics were well on their way to finding an
idiosyncratic decorative technique, with this unique blistering reaching the heights of a
formal climax in the history of style.
Today, Anselm Reyle’s new ceramics push these boundaries even further. He is clearly
inspired by the history of these decorative techniques (“Fat Lava” in particular) which can
no longer be industrially produced due to the extremely toxic elements contained in the
enamels. Instead, Reyle works with ceramicists to create his vases which are then painted.
His objects take on an exaggerated scale compared to the factory-made vases and are
installed on pedestals in order to highlight their visual and sculptural qualities. Their mainly
black and yellow finishes take inspiration from the 1970s Fohr Keramik factory and its
production.
Recontextualising these objects dug up by ‘supermarket-archaeologists’ within the white
cube might lead us to question our preconceptions regarding a decorative object’s right to
appear within the sphere of contemporary art. Anselm Reyle goes further and quashes such
questions with his sculptures, once again giving the objects a place in contemporary history.
- Nicolas Trembley
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